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DISCOVER ASIANDATE, THE PREMIER INTERNATIONAL DATING
WEBSITE

AsianDate is an international dating site established in the early nineties as part of the Anastasia Global family. The
purpose of this website is to help facilitate romantic relationships between Western men and women from countries like China, Thailand and Japan.
AsianDate is one of the first agencies of this kind. The four portals owned by Anastasia International have more than four million members from
countries all over the world and see over 150 million visitors a year.
Registration process
Signing up with Asian Date is very simple and fast. New users only have to enter their name and email address to get registered with the website. After
confirming their profile through their email, members can proceed to entering personal details and describing their ideal relationship. It doesn’t cost
anything to register or to browse the database of single women. If members wish to use premium services, however, purchasing of credits is necessary
as the cost of these services is credit based.
AsianDate scam prevention policy
What separates AsianDate from other similar websites is the strict and uncompromising anti-scam policy their team has developed for member safety.
Before a lady is allowed to sign up on the website, she has to go through a strict verification process to ensure that she is signing up for the right
reasons. This process includes a video interview and checking of their passport. The anti-scam measures also guarantee safety of all member
information.
Dating tools
AsianDate offers many different types of platforms for communication with Asian singles.
The most exclusive service offered by the portal is the Romance Tour option which has been quite popular over the last twenty years. Romance Tours
are a fantastic opportunity for single men and local women to meet through carefully planned socials. The dating tours are organized by the Asian Date
staff and include everything from flight tickets to accommodation. Asian tours are mainly held in China and the Philippines.
One of the most popular dating tools members use is the Email Correspondence service. This is great for starting a conversation with a lady they find
interesting and allows men to introduce themselves before moving on to more intimate ways of communication. While sending the first letter to any
lady is free of charge, writing multiple letters is a charged service and is based on the credit system discussed earlier.
The CallMe feature helps men connect with their favorite ladies through AsianDate’s secure calling system. The feature can be used in three ways:
Collect Call, Instant Call or Phone Reservation. The price of each option is different so you will be charged based on your choice. Learn more about
these three options here.
For all of the above mentioned services, the portal provides free translators to help members overcome the language issues in case their chosen lady
doesn’t speak English. The 24/7 customer support team is available to assist with any problems that may arise and the website is available in three
languages: German, French and English.
The positive testimonials on AsianDate.com and on various social media channels are proof that member satisfaction is the first priority of this popular
dating services provider. Register today to start browsing profiles of single Asian women and find that perfect match you’ve been looking for.
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